SCULP-TURNED
For Realism!

WOOD-TURNED
For Flawless Precision!

ALL THE HARD WORK DONE

At Last! A choice of modern solid kits with every bit of the purely tedious, unimaginative effort eliminated. Cockpits correctly shaped and finished, cowl lines machined right out where necessary. 'Turned' on magic-like equipment of newest design! Completed down to a super-clean, 'smooth-as-silk' finish. Convince yourself by running a SCULP-TURNED fuselage right on the sensitive cheek. Every pattern — fuselage — nacelles — booms actually 'sculpted' from life! Every detail microscopically reproduced! Tail, rudder and wing roots individually 'sculptured' right on the fuselage pattern! Cockpits, turrets, all faithfully shaped, truly scaled!

FREE OFFICIAL ILLUSTRATED BUILDING PROCEDURE CHART IN EACH KIT

Turned wheels, celluloid cockpit material, outline-shaped wings, 3 view, full size plans and wire. All kits contain die-cast parts. ALL kits include large size plans. 44 illustrations.

10 FAMOUS PLANES

Flying Fort B-17 121/2" $2.00
Super Fort B-29 111/2" 2.50
Lightning P-38 13" 3.00
Mosquito-Bomber 141/2" 3.00
(Curved boom and fuselage included) 3.00
Martin B-26 Marauder 15" 3.00
Thunderbolt 151/4" 3.00
Douglas-Havoc 151/4" 3.00
Hellcat 6F6 141/2" 3.00
(Kits with curved nacelle $4.00)

DE LUXE SCULP-TURNED Jr. KITS $1.25 AT DEALER

READY NOW! HELLCAT THUNDERBOLT MUSTANG CORSAIR

BRAND NEW KIT SERIES FEATURING SCULP-TURNED REALISM IN EXCITING 1/4" SCALE. FINISHED FUSELAGE BRINGS PROJECTS TO COMPLETION FASTER, PRODUCES 'PROFESSIONAL' APPEARING MODELS. MOLDED CELLULOID COCKPIT CANOPIES, WING AND TAIL ROOTS, ALL PARTS CUT TO SHAPE! DIE-CAST PROPS, LIQUIDS, AND FULL SIZE PLANS!

BY MAIL: If no Master Dealer near you order direct, adding 25c per kit.